
SALLY’S® ORIGAMI DRESS



Dress things up with this sweet origami project!
SALLY’S® ORIGAMI DRESS

• Sally’s® cereal bag
MATERIALS

• clear tape
• scissors 
• ruler
• pen or marker

TOOLS



STEP 1 Draw and cut out a 6 1/2” x 6 1/2” square 
from the cereal bag.

START!

STEP 2

STEP 3

Fold in ½ and crease.  

Fold both sides in to meet center line

DESIGN TIP:
Make a group of dresses to create 
a garland or use one to make a 
greeting card for someone special!



Fold up again, leaving about a 1/2”.

Turn to other side and  fold this 
crease in to meet center line.

STEP 6

STEP 4

Turn to back side, and fold, 
leaving about ¾” at top.

Turn to front side, fold down inner center 
corners about a ½”, forming a triangle.  Be 
sure to keep both sides even.

STEP 5

STEP 7 DESIGN TIP:
Add some small buttons and trims!



Turn to back side.  Fold top outer side in to meet 
center line, also creating an angled crease along lower 
side.  Repeat for other side.  Use a small piece of tape 
on the back to hold in place.

Take top edge and fold back into a triangle, creating the 
sleeve.  Repeat for the other side.

Turn to back side, and fold down back layer 
of center pleat, creating two triangles facing 
towards the center.

Turn to front side, and pull out outer edge of pleat and 
pulling slightly upwards and creasing along new center fold.  

Repeat for the second side, trying to keep sides even.

STEP 10

STEP 11

STEP 8

STEP 9
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ADD SOME UPCYCLING STYLE TO YOUR NEXT PARTY!


